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DEHT EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES ON SEISMIC ISOLATION

F. Gantenbein, P. Buland (CEA-CEN Saclay - France)

This paper reviews the experimental and theoretical studies performed
at CEA/DEMT related to the overall behavior of isolated structures. The
experimental work consists of the seismic shaking-table tests of a
concrete cylinder isolated by neoprene sliding pads, and the vibrational
tests on the reaction mass of the TAMARIS seismic facility. The analyti-
cal work consists of the development of procedures for dynamic calcula-
tion methods: for soil-structure interaction where pads are placed
between an upper raft and pedestals, for time-history calculations where
sliding plates are used, and for fluid-structure interaction where
coupled fluid and structure motions and sloshing modes are important.

Finally, this paper comments on the consequences of seismic isolation
for the analysis of fast breeder reactor (FBR) vessels. The modes can no
longer be considered independent (SRSS Method leads to important errors),
and the sloshing increases.

Introduction

Work on seismic isolation has been performed in France for many years, and

the isolation device developed by SPIE-BATIGNOLLES in collaboration with

Electricity de France (EDF) has been incorporated in the design of

pressurized-water reactor (PWR) nuclear power plants. ^ Related to the

development of isolation devices, experimental and analytical studies have

been performed in CEA/DEMT and will be reviewed in this paper. These studies

were generally identified by the designer or the utility. Thus, they were not

part of a general program.

In addition to the review, work that needs to be performed especially for

fast breeder reactors will be briefly presented.

As a preface to the detailed review of the studies, one must note that as

for nonisolated nuclear power plants, the isolated nuclear power plant

analysis is separated into two parts: (a) study of the "building" for which

it is necessary to take into account the isolation device behavior; and (b)

study of the secondary system (equipment, etc.) for which it may be necessary

to take into account the particular shape of the floor response spectrum.
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DEMT Experimental Studies

A few experimental studies related to the dynamic behavior of isolated

structures and the validation of analytical methods were performed at

CEA/DEMT.

1. Structure on Sliding Pads

First of all, seismic tests on a concrete cylinder (height = 4.4 m) iso-

lated by sliding pads were performed on the VESUVE shaking table. The

cylinder (mass = 13.6 T) represents a 1/10-scale reactor building and is

placed on four bearings (Fig. 1). The natural frequency of the structure is

2.3 Hz. Horizontal seismic motions (TAFT 1952 and EL CENTRO 1940) are applied

to the shaking table. Taking into account a scale factor (frequency shift

with a coefficient equal to 2.5), the maximum acceleration of the shaking

table is 0.6 g.

Calculations nerformed by SPIE-BATIGNOLLES have shown good agreement with
1 P

test results foi ne slippage and the cylinder accelerations. I|C

2. Structure on Springs

Another isolated structure studied by DEMT is the reaction mass of the new

CEA/DEMT seismic facility TAMARIS*1 (Fig. 2). The four shaking tables are

grouped in a unique 2500-T reaction mass (16 x 16 x 7.25 m) which is suspended

by helicoidal springs and viscous dampers to prevent vibration transmission.

Tests were performed before installation of dampers to check calculations.

The measured frequencies of the reaction mass are as follows:

1.0 Hz for horizontal translation

1.3 Hz for rotation about vertical axis

- 1.4 Hz for vertical translation

1.5 Hz for rotation about horizontal axis.

Experimental results for frequencies are slightly higher than calculated.

This discrepancy is related to the calculation model because, during these

tests, the reaction mass was not equipped with all its components (shaking

tables, etc.) while they were taken into account in the calculation.
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DEHT - Analytical Studies

The analytical studies performed are mainly related to the development of

methods for the analysis of: the soil structure interaction in case of many

pedestals; the behavior of sliding structures; and the fluid structure

interaction.

1. Soil Structure Interaction

In the case of seismic isolation using sliding (or nonsliding) elastomer

bearing pads, the foundation includes an upper raft and pedestals. The pads

are placed between this upper raft and the pedestals which are connected to a

lower raft.

The horizontal flexibility is due mainly to the horizontal flexibility of

the pads (if the soil is sufficiently stiff). The influence of soil-structure

interaction and of the pedestal flexibility is then very small.

For the vertical motion, the influence of the pedestals and, consequently,

of the soil deformation in the vicinity of the pedestals was studied. The

stiffness for the lower raft was taken to be the same as that for the soil.

The impedance calculation was performed by the computer code SOPHONIE, which

uses the Deleuze formulation' for calculating the motion in any place on the

surface of a homogeneous soil when a force is applied on a circular founda-

tion. Such a calculation could have been performed by using the ATC
Q

methodology.

A hexagonal raft was considered and the pedestals were placed in a

hexagonal net. The influence of the size of the upper raft on the impedance

was studied while maintaining the distance between the pedestals and the

cross-sectional area of the pedestals constant. Thus, the number of pedestals

is closely related to the size of the raft.

The calculations show that (Fig. 3):

(a) vertical stiffness of the isolated raft foundation is similar to the

impedance of a conventional raft foundation with the same surface area,

since the number of pedestals is significant (or the surface is great);

(b) damping of the isolated raft foundation is equal to 0.75 n, n is the

damping of the conventional raft foundation, with the same surface area.
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In conclusion, for base-isolated nuclear power plants where the number of

pedestals is very important, vertical impedance can be estimated from the

usual formula since damping is often limited (vertical damping is always very

important for a raft of this size).

2. Calculation of Sliding Structures

The usual linear method with oscillator spectrum is no more applicable for

structures isolated by sliding bearing devices. In this case, nonlinear time-

history calculations must be performed to determine the slippage and the

response of the building (stresses - floor response spectrum, etc.).

An interesting procedure to perform such nonlinear calculations is based on
Q 10

the modal analysis technique:7'

(a) a modal description of the free-free structure (without boundary

conditions between the raft and the foundation) is considered;

(b) the nonlinear response is calculated from the solution of uncoupled equa-

tions (modal amplitude equations) in which external forces associated with

the sliding or nonsliding phases are added to the seismic forces.

Simple structures have been studied by this method:

(a) The floor response spectra calculated for a sliding mass (friction coef-

ficient = 0.1) and a nonsliding mass are presented in Fig. H. For the

nonsliding mass, this spectrum is the spectrum of the support motion; it

is a filtered U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) spectrum. The

filter is equivalent to an oscillator with a frequency of 3 Hz and 5%

damping. One can notice that the sliding leads to a decrease of the

spectrum equal to 4 for frequencies around the peak and to 2 for higher

frequencies.

(b) A two-degrees-of-freedom system has also been studied (an oscillator fixed

on a sliding mass) for various values of the masses and of the friction

coefficient. The maximum acceleration of the masses in case of a sliding

mass equal to half of the oscillator mass (r = 0.5) is presented in Figs.

5 and 6 for a support motion represented by the San Francisco 1957

accelerogram. These results show that as the sliding increases, the

acceleration of the oscillator mass decreases, and that the effect of

sliding on the sliding mass motion is more complex.
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The influence of the ratio, r (Ref. 11), is similar to what was observed in

Ref. 12: the oscillator acceleration for a given friction coefficient

decreases generally as the ratio, r, decreases, whatever may be the oscillator

frequency. Additional information on the complexity of the sliding mass

motion is given from its floor response spectrum (Fig. 7). It shows that for

a low friction coefficient, the spectrum is much lower than the support

spectrum except around the second mode of the free system (the first mode is a

body motion mode, the second mode corresponds to out-of-phase motion of the

two masses), f = f /(1+r)/r, which is, in this case, equal to 10.4 Hz.
2 o

This nonlinear dynamic analysis method can, of course, be applied for

elastomer sliding pads. In the grip phase, the pads act like springs with a

noninfinite stiffness. For nonlinear structures, it is necessary to perform

time-history calculations. To date, it does not seem evident to define some

general equivalent linear model which could avoid these nonlinear time-history

calculations; additional damping ^ does not allow us to reproduce the shape of

the Fig. 7 spectrum.

3. Fluid Structure Interaction

The modal characteristics of structures in air are modified when they are

immersed in a dense fluid; the fluid modifies the mass matrix of the structure

by added masses and mass coupling. In addition, when there is a free surface,

the gravity effect on this surface introduces some additional modes called

sloshing modes.

For FBRs, it is necessary to precisely estimate these modes as they are in

the frequency range of the isolated building: lower than 1 Hz for the sloshing

modes and for the first modes with fluid structure coupling.1^'1^

A general method to compute fluid-structure interaction has been developed

and implemented in the computer codes of the CASTEM system^ and was validated

by analytical and experimental results on simple » ' and on more complex "

structures. It solves the fluid and the solid (shells, etc.) equations

simultaneously; variables related to the fluid pressures are the additional

unknowns for fluid. An example of the results obtained for a tank filled with

water is given in Fig. 8.
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Influence of Base Isolation on FBR Seismic Analysis

SuperPhenix 2 (SPX2) has been studied with isolation devices for both hor-

izontal and vertical motions because an FBR primary coolant system is very

sensitive to seismic loads.1^ During the preliminary phase of the design, it

was pointed out that additional work had to be done to validate the seismic

analysis methods.

Of course, the effects of isolation on the design of the vessels and compo-

nents will strongly depend on the choice of the first natural frequency of the

isolate^ structure (that is to say, on the pad stiffness and on their number)

and on the damping of the isolation device. Nevertheless, general comments on

what should be done to improve the design methodology can be provided and the

required research programs are discussed in the framework of the European
Oft ji

a g r e e m e n t . U>CI

J. Sloshing

For nonisolated reactors, the sloshing modes have a small contribution

because the associated spectrum contains relatively small amplitudes at low

frequencies. In case of isolation, the spectrum at the base of the building

is greater than the soil spectrum at low frequency, and the wave height is

increased. Therefore, it seems necessary to:

(a) make a calculation of the wave motion taking into account the detailed

three-dimensional (3-D) geometry of the fluid contained in the internal

vessel (methods similar to that mentioned in the previous chapter can be

applied);

(b) determine by tests the damping of such modes. Studies on the influence of

the mockup .scale on the measured damping should be performed;

(c) verify that the wave motion does not introduce nonlinearities, for

example, by impacting on walls, and eventually to develop methods to take

the nonlinearities into account.

2. Modal Analysis of the Reactor Block

Usually, the modal analysis of the reactor block is performed using

axisymmetric models. The components are represented by equivalent

axisymmetric structures.
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The seismic response calculated by this two-dimensional (2-D) model has

been compared to 3-D calculations (Fig. 9) for nonisolated reactors.^ While

the modal basis calculated on the two models is different, the discrepancies

between the seismic responses do not exceed 30£. In the case of isolated

reactors, the contributions of the various modes in the global responses of

two models are different. The lowest modes which correspond to a strong

coupling between the fluid and the vessels have a higher contribution in the

3-D calculations. Since the dynamic pressures on the shells are important for

the design of these shells (buckling), the validity of the 2-D calculations

must be verified.

3. Core Behavior

An iterative procedure is performed to study the seismic behavior of the

core. First, a linear model of the core is introduced in the reactor block

model. The seismic analysis of the reactor block gives the diagrid motion. A

nonlinear analysis of the core is then performed for the nonlinear behavior of

the core. This analysis defines a new equivalent linear model of the core.

This procedure has been tested extensively for nonisolated reactors. It

should be validated for the isolated reactors, because the peak spectrum fre-

quency will be lower than the frequency of the fuel element, contrary to the

condition that prevails in a nonisolated reactor.

4. Seismic Calculation of the Reactor Block

Two methods are generally used for seismic analysis of linear structures

such as the reactor block of FBRs. The first is the time-history method.

This can be performed on the finite-element model or by modal synthesis. (The

modal amplitudes are calculated for each time step.) This method requires

knowledge of the soil motion (or at least the raft motion), and it is recom-

mended practice to use several time histories. However, the time-history

method is expensive. The second method is the modal combination method with

oscillator spectrum. This well-known method is easy to apply and not expen-

sive, so it is the most common method. Improvements to the SRSS combination
55 Oil

are available ->' and are necessary when the modes have closely spaced

frequencies so that the mode coupling cannot be neglected.
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It is necessary to recall that in application of the spectrum method to

buildings, the spectrum has a large frequency bandwidth [f e (0.5, 20 Hz)],

the main frequencies of the building are in the amplified part of the spec-

trum, and the higher mode contribution is estimated from a "static" calcula-

tion. These higher modes have a forced response to the acceleration.

In the case of an isolated FBR, the floor spectrum at the base of the raft

is the input for the reactor block analysis. It has a predominant peak around

1 Hz, and there are small amplifications around 4 Kz (in the frequency range

of the reactor block important modes).2^ The first problem to solve before

using the spectrum method is •"he value of the "truncation frequency," a fre-

quency above which the modal contribution is static so all the modes are in

phase. The second problem is validity of the spectrum method applied to a

structure whose frequencies are out of the resonant part of the spectrum.

A modification of the CQC method has been proposed in the case of a fil-

tered excitation2^ when the filter is an oscillator. For general cases where

the input motion is more complex, some improvement of the spectrum method must

be studied, starting from the basic refinement equations of the oscillator

response to random process.

Conclusion

Seismic isolation offers an effective way to reduce the seismic loads on

the primary coolant structures. Development and validation of numerical

methods have already been performed, but some work is still needed for the

FBR.
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Fig. 1. Seismic Test on a Concrete Cylinder Isolated by Sliding Bearing Pads
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Fig. 2. TAMARIS Seismic Facility
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